WHAT WE TREAT
Peripheral Artery Disease (PAD) : Peripheral Artery Disease is a very common medical
condition in which a build-up of plaque due to atherosclerosis makes it difficult for blood to
circulate through the arteries.

Carotid Artery Disease : Carotid artery disease occurs when there is a build-up of plaque in the
carotid arteries, which supply blood and oxygen to the brain. Carotid artery disease is a major risk
factor for both strokes and mini-strokes, also known as transient ischemic attacks (TIA).

Aortic Aneurysm : An aneurysm is a weak, bulging area in an artery. If it occurs in the abdominal
aorta, the large artery that travels from the heart to the chest and abdomen, it can be a serious
health hazard. Blood clots can also form as a result of an abdominal aortic aneurysm. The clots can
block the blood from reaching the muscles, tissues and organs, causing pain and numbness, as well
as the potential for permanent tissue damage and limb amputation.

Varicose Veins : Varicose veins are enlarged blue, red or flesh-colored veins that look like
raised, twisted, rope-like cords on the legs. Over time, varicose veins can lead to chronic venous
insufficiency (CVI), a more serious condition, in which it becomes increasingly harder for the leg
veins to pump blood back to the heart.

COMPREHENSIVE VASCULAR SERVICES:
ABI + Doppler Diagnostic Testing
Angioplasty and Stenting
Laser Atherectomy
Radiofrequency Ablation of
Saphenous Veins
Phlebectomy
Sclerotherapy
Learn more about each condition,
including treatment options, at
lamvascular.com.
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High Ligation and Stripping
of Varicose Veins
Carotid Endarterectomy
Carotid Stent Placement
Bypass Grafts
Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
(AAA) Repair

Key:

Performed in Hospital
Performed in Office
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